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Abstract—The descriptive quality of bug reports is one of the
essential parts of defect management. Sometimes they provide
inadequate or incorrect data about software problems, which can
lead to incomplete defect fixing or omission of serious defects.
Therefore, it is vital to evaluate and improve the quality of bug
reports.

This paper proposes an approach that helps to resolve this
problem by predicting various indicators. The values of these
indicators allow QA engineers to evaluate the quality of defect
description and correct it in a suitable way.

This paper also introduces Nostradamus, a new open source
tool built to implement the approach. The tool uses machine
learning techniques to analyze the data stored in software defect
repositories and evaluates the interdependence of defect at-
tributes, including such a crucial element as a defect description.
This paper describes the approach, the tool that is based on it
and the typical use cases.

Index Terms—software testing, defect management, bug report,
classification, imbalanced data

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the “Review of research in software defect

reporting”, improving the quality of defect reports is one of

the crucial tasks of defect management [1]. High quality of

defect reports increases the probability of fast defect fixing

[2]. However, evaluation of quality is a challenging task. As

outlined further in this paper, substantial research has been

done suggesting that the software defect description provided

in the text format represents its very essence.

We propose that the quality of defect reports can be

improved by generating recommendations for QA engineers.

It is especially important for junior specialists who can use

these recommendations to make their defect reports better and

more understandable. It becomes possible thanks to a machine

learning algorithm which is sensitive to the text that a person

submitting a defect report is typing. The essence of these

recommendations is to provide the following probabilities:

• the probability of a software defect belonging to a specific

area of testing;

• the probability of a software defect being rejected;

• priority levels;

• the probability of a software defect being fixed, including

time to resolve.

We have developed a prototype tool addressing the above

named Nostradamus. The tool evaluates the description of

defect reports and produces calculated probabilities. When

the text of a defect description is changed, the probabilities

are recalculated. Therefore the QA engineer can improve the

defect description by analysing these probabilities.

We claim the following contribution in this work:

1) The approach to improvement of defect report quality

by predicting various indicators.

2) The combination of methods that have good prediction

results and take imbalanced data into account.

3) The Nostradamus tool that evaluates defect reports

description and helps QA engineers to improve the

description.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in

Section II, we present an overview of related work; in Section

III, we describe the structure of a defect report; in Section

IV, we outline the process of classification. In Section V, we

present the results of certain experimental evaluations of this

technique and in Section VI, we present the conclusions.
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II. RELATED WORK

We divide the related work into the following three dimen-

sions used in our study: the bug report quality dimension, the

prediction of testing metrics dimension and the existing tools

with similar functionality dimension.

The bug report quality dimension: There are multiple pa-

pers devoted to investigating defect report quality. Hoomeijer

and Weimer built a descriptive model of the lifetime of a bug

report [2]. They propose that the time to resolve and the quality

of a bug report are interconnected attributes. They investigate

a set of various features including bug severity changes, com-

ment and attachment count. Silvia Breu et al. analyse the ques-

tions left in the comments of bug reports [3]. The researchers

results can be useful for improving the communication in a

bug-tracking system (BTS). Bettenburg et al. conduct a survey

on developers and users from several projects to determine

which aspects comprise high-quality bug reports [4]. This

research is useful for submitting bug reports of better quality.

Bogdan and Marcus analyse the comments that are posted by

developers [5]. They propose a recommendation system that

advises developers a set of comments related to their own

comment. Laukkanen and Mäntylä survey developers from

several software development organizations [6]. They discover

the elements of bug reports, significant for reproducing bugs.

They prove that steps to reproduce and observed behavior is

very important to understand the defect. Zaineb and Manarvi

analyse the reasons behind bug rejection in order to eliminate

the possibility of invalid bug reports being submitted [7].They

propose to use the bug rejection rate as a measurement of

testing efficiency. Karim et al. investigate the key features of

high-impact bug reports (HIB) [8]. HIBs are defects which can

significantly affect the software development process and the

product quality. The researchers considered six types of HIBs

and discovered that observed behaviour, expected behaviour

and code examples are the most frequent features provided by

submitters in HIB reports. They also found that the developers

often require steps to reproduce, test case and code example

for any types of HIBs. They then analysed if requests for

additional information affect the bug fixing time and found

that bugs that required that additional information be requested

about them had a significantly longer fixing time compared to

bugs that did not require that. Chaparro et al. detect important

bug report elements, such as observed behaviour, expected

behaviour and steps to reproduce [9]. To fulfill this task, they

use linear Support Vector Machines to classify the description

of bug reports. Their text classification is based on N-grams.

The prediction of testing metrics dimension is described

in a plethora of academic papers. Shihab et al. analyse

the problem of reopened bug reports [10]. They propose 4

dimensions in order to consider this problem from different

points of view. They use the decision tree that predicts whether

a bug will be reopened after its closure. Giger et al. deal

with the prediction of time to resolve [11]. They use the

decision tree as a prediction model and consider a set of

various features including reporter, assignee, status, priority,

etc. Nagwani et al. proposed to predict the ”complexity” of

bugs in order to plan the testing workload automatically [12].

In order to do it, they calculated the bug duration and the

clustered defects according to this calculated duration by using

the k-means algorithm. Somasundaram and Murphy proposed

a classification of bug reports according to components [13].

They used the bug description to assign a bug report to one of

the categories (software components). For that purpose, they

used LDA. Terdchanakul et al. also used N-grams for text

classification in order to identify if the description of the issue

corresponds to a bug or not [14]. They built classification

models with the logistic regression and the random forest

methods. Goyal proposed to predict the fixability of non-

reproducible bugs [15]. Sabor et al. proposed to predict such

bug report elements as product and component [16]. To

achieve that, they used neural networks which provide a robust

alternative to traditional classification techniques.

The existing tools with the similar functionality. As

we mentioned above, the research of Bettenburg et al. was

devoted to discovering key elements of defect reports. So, the

CUEZILLA prototype is based on this research. It measures

the quality of new bug reports and recommends which ele-

ments (stacktrace, observed/expected behaviour, etc.) should

be added to improve the quality and why this is beneficial

for the user. A tool called RETRO (REquirements TRacing

On-target) is based on information retrieval and text mining

methods [17]. It addresses the recovery of traceability for

artifacts containing unstructured textual narrative. The tool

is known to have been used to trace requirements, design

documents and collections of bug reports. Jira plugins occupy

a special niche because they can be easily implemented in

the existing Jira projects. However, they are often not open-

source. Zephyr Enterprise Platform allows one to predict test

failure rates, identify defect trends, uncover bugs and critical

issues [18]. Knoetical Ticket Analysis includes such features

as priority and label suggestion, and keyword extraction for

search [19].

As evident from the aforementioned papers, the description

is a valuable part of a defect report. Researchers propose

different elements as key parts of a good bug report. There are

different tools for improving the test quality and strategy. They

are devoted to searching for key elements or defect trends.

However, if the QA engineer lacks experience or knowledge

of project specifics, his/her understanding of the problem

described in a bug report can be incorrect, even though they

may include some key elements into the bug report. Then it

may take longer to fix a bug, or it may not be fixed at all,

or it might be rejected. Therefore, there is a need to create

new indicators or use the existing ones in order to give the

QA engineers a possibility of an outside opinion on their bug

reports. In our work, we propose to use various calculated

probabilities as a means of evaluating the quality of bug

reports. The values of such calculated probabilities depend on

the quality of bug description.
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III. BACKGROUND

A bug report is represented as a set of attributes. As

mentioned above, the description is a crucial element of bug

reports. To evaluate the quality of the description, we propose

to use statistical data about submitted and resolved defects.

It can give a possibility to build a model that describes

the connection between a bug description and its indicators.

Therefore, we need to resolve a classification task, where the

description is the input and the probability of an indicator is

the output.

We propose the following indicators.

• Priority defines the order in which a defect should be

fixed. An incorrect description can lead to a decreased

defect priority. Priority is an indicator of the ordinal type.

So priority prediction is a multiclass classification.

• Area of testing is a group of software components. A

description that is not precise can result in a misunder-

standing as to where the defect is. Every defect belongs

to one or several areas. So the area of testing prediction

is a multilabel classification or the classification with

overlapping classes that requires building several binary

classifiers. The area of testing can be calculated via text

fields classification, like Summary and Components [20],

or by using regular expressions.

• Resolution contains the activity that developers perform,

such as fixing, rejecting, etc. A defect with a poor

description can be rejected or considered a duplicate,

etc. Resolution is an indicator of the categorical data

type. In this work, we propose to consider the “Reject”

and the “Won‘t Fix” resolutions as the most problematic

situations. They are considered as separate values, so

resolution prediction is a binary classification.

• Time to resolve is the count of days between the date

when a defect was created and the date when it was

resolved. It can take longer to fix a defect lacking details

or having a description that is not precise, because it

requires additional time for problem clarification. Time

to resolve is a numerical data type indicator. However

for the task at hand, we need to calculate the time range

instead of an exact number of days. In this work, we

propose to split time to resolve into four time ranges.

IV. APPROACH

A. Objects

We extracted 5,242 bug reports from JBOSS projects on

JIRA, a popular bug-tracking system [21]. The defects were

downloaded as XML files. These projects are Application

Server 7 [22] (AS7) and JBoss Enterprise SOA Platform [23]

(SOA). The distribution of defect reports of these projects is

presented in Figures 1,2.

The distribution of these attributes shows that the represen-

tatives of different classes are distributed unevenly. Therefore,

the indicators of these projects are imbalanced data. A similar

pattern was observed on a diverse variety of projects, both

open-source and commercial. Common sense confirms this.

(a) Resolution (b) Priority

(c) TTR (d) Areas of Testing

Fig. 1: Distribution of defect reports by the attributes for

Project AS7

(a) Resolution (b) Priority

(c) TTR (d) Areas of Testing

Fig. 2: Distribution of defect reports by the attributes for

Project SOA
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For example, the number of critical bugs is always lower than

the number of major ones.

B. Text preprocessing
The description of a bug report is one of the most crucial

things in defect analysis. It is used as input for our approach,

and it is in text format. The text needs to be transformed

via natural language processing methodologies. Usually text

preprocessing consists of tokenization, removal of stop-words,

and stemming. Stop words are extremely common words

(prepositions, articles, etc.) that belong to the category of the

most frequent terms. However, we are expanding the list of

stop words in our work to include the submitter and assignees

names, logs, stack traces, etc.
For term extraction, we used the ”Bag of words” model.

This vector model takes into account the number of occur-

rences of each term other than the exact order of the terms.

Every bug report is presented as a vector of n terms. A set of

bugs is presented as corpora or matrix n×m where n is the

number of all terms, and m is the number of all documents. If

a term occurs in the bug-report, its value in the vector is non-

zero. We used TF-IDF weighting for computing these values

[24].

TFIDF = TF (t, d) · IDF (t,D) (1)

TF (t, d) =
freq(t, d)

maxw∈dfreq(w, d)
(2)

IDF (t,D) = log2(
|D|

d ∈ D : t ∈ D
) (3)

Where freq(t,d) is term frequency, i.e. the number of times

that term t occurs in documentd; maxw∈dfreq(w, d) is the

maximal frequency of any term in document d; d ∈ D : t ∈ D
is the number of documents containing t; D is the corpus - the

total document set [24].

C. Proposed techniques
We have used a combination of several methods. We use

SVM as a classifier thanks to the fact that it is a very universal

learner. SVM has the ability to learn regardless of the dimen-

sionality of the feature space. SVM is based on the Structural

risk Minimization [25]. We use Chi-Squared as a feature

selection method. Chi-Squared is the common statistical test

that measures the divergence from the expected distribution

if one assumes the feature occurrence is actually independent

of the class value [26]. In subsection A, we mentioned that

defect data is imbalanced data. In order to resolve the problem

of imbalanced data, we use SMOTE. SMOTE is a method

that can improve the accuracy of classifiers for a minority

class [27]. This approach is very useful as the minority class

is over-sampled by creating synthetic examples rather than

by over-sampling with replacement. Synthetic examples are

created by joining any or all of the nearest neighbors of the k

minority class. We have matched each indexed defect report

with its class for each output. This column is used by the

machine learning techniques during the training phase.

D. Approach

We used 5,242 bug reports from JBOSS projects for the

training process. We have matched each indexed defect report

with its class for each output. Every output corresponds to

separate indicators. The value of each indicator is known

beforehand and is used by the machine learning techniques

during the training phase. We used the cross-validation (10-

fold) method for training the models in order to avoid over-

fitting. We built several models: a priority model, a time-to-

resolve model, a model for the “Reject” resolution, a model

for the “Won‘t Fix” resolution and a model for each area of

testing.

The approach is illustrated in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: Approach

V. RESULTS

A. Evaluation of the classifiers performance

In order to comprehensively evaluate the learning result, we

have used F-measure (F1), the Matthews correlation coefficient

(MCC) and accuracy (ACC). The formulas are presented

below.

F1 =
2TP

2TP + FP + FN
(4)

MCC =
TP × TN − FN × FP

√
(TP + FN)(TP + FP )(TN + FN)(TN + FP )

(5)

ACC =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(6)

Where TP are true positives, TN are true negatives, FP are

false positives, FN are false negatives in the confusion matrix.

We have 19 models which includes binary and multiclass

classifiers. In order to facilitate the readers understanding, we

have divided the classifier performance into three groups. For

each group, we have calculated mean mentrics F1, ACC and

MCC. In each group, the standard deviation of every metric

is 0.1 . It allowed us to get a picture of weak and strong

classifiers.

The strongest classifiers belong to the first group. Their

mean f-measure is 0.88, mean MCC is 0.33, and mean
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accuracy is 0.86. The areas of testing that belong to this group

are: Clustering, EJB, WEB, ORM, Logging, OSGI, Examples,

Monitor & Management, ESB, EDS, JBPM, Tools, jUDDI,

BPEL.

The second group consists of classifiers with high f-measure

and accuracy, but not a very high MCC. Their mean f-measure

is 0.86, mean MCC is 0.13 and mean accuracy is 0.82. The

areas of testing that belong to this group are: Server, Build,

Rest, Deploy, JMS, EAP, JBossWS and Domain Management.

The weakest classifiers form the third group. Their mean

f-measure is 0.71, mean MCC is 0.1 and mean accuracy is

0.68. It includes time to resolve, Priority, the “Reject” and the

“Won‘t Fix” resolutions and such areas of testing as Other,

Documentation, Configuration and EE.

B. The Nostradamus

All the steps described above were performed by Nos-

tradamus, an open-source tool developed by us. The tool is

based on the aforementioned approach. Nostradamus is written

in Python and uses its libraries such as pandas [28], scikit-learn

[29], numpy [30] and scipy [31]. As open-source software,

Nostradamus is hosted on GitHub [32].

The tool can work with XML format used for bugs descrip-

tion export. After uploading the defect reports, Nostradamus

calculates various statistical data including distributions, mean

values, standard deviation values, etc. The tool can also build

a top list of the most frequently used terms and a top list of

the most significant words for a specific Resolution value or a

specific Priority value. These functions are possible thanks to

feature extraction and feature selection processes. The “Train”

button launches the process of building machine learning

models corresponding to uploaded bug descriptions.

When training is done, it is possible to enter a potential

or a new defect description. Nostradamus calculates various

probabilities corresponding to the text that has been entered.

These probabilities are calculated according to the built models

that take into account the specifics of the uploaded bug reports.

Every text change leads to a change of probabilities of all

indicators. Thus, the submitter can evaluate the text of the

description and improve it in order to increase or lower the

probability of a certain indicator. The calculated probabilities

are presented in pie and bar charts in the Nostradamus GUI.

Figure 4 below shows the prediction tab of Nostradamus.

C. Use cases

The possibilities that Nostradamus provides are demon-

strated further in this paper in the form of examples of

defect reports. Having said that and before we show the

examples, we would like to provide some clarification. Firstly,

although the examples are quite close to real defect reports,

they are not real: they are not the defect reports which were

used for training, or which were submitted into the bug-

tracking system. Rather, they describe hypothetical situations

in a language that is typical for submitting bug descriptions.

Secondly, the examples considered are short since that way

Fig. 4: Prediction Tab of Nostradamus

they are simpler for the readers comprehension. Now it is time

to examine the examples.

Let us imagine that there is a problem of missing libraries.

The bug submitter enters the following text: “There are
missing libraries which are used for work” and Nostradamus

calculates the following probabilities.

Reject :
0: 0.755, 1: 0.245
Won‘fix:
0: 0.84, 1: 0.16
Time to resolve :
’0-21’: 0.585, ’21-70’: 0.167, ’70-140’: 0.05, ’¿140’: 0.198
Priority:
Minor’: 0.086, ’Major’: 0.7, ’Critical’: 0.06, ’Blocker’: 0.157
Areas of testing :
’Docs’: 0.24, ’Build’: 0.8, ’Monitor & Management’: 0.115,
’ESB’: 0.14, ’EDS’: 0.227, ’JBPM’: 0.122, ’JMS’: 0.022,
’Tools’: 0.552, ’EAP’: 0.088, ’jUddi’: 0.015, ’BPEL’:
0.004, ’JBossWS’: 0.084, ’JBRules’: 0.24, ’Examples’: 0.065,
’Other’: 0.185

The submitter‘s description of the problem doesn‘t provide

enough details. It is not obvious which libraries are missing

and what kind of work they are required for. Therefore, the

probability of a situation when the submitted bug report will

have the “Won‘t fix” or a “Rejected” resolution is 16% and

24,5%, respectively. Nostradamus also highly recommends
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such areas as “Build” and “Tools”. We see that the major

priority has the highest probability (around 70%). Also, this

bug can be resolved within 3 weeks according to the calculated

probabilities.

Consequently, in order to decrease the probability of rejec-

tion, the submitter can change the text of his/her description

by clarifying what kind work the libraries are needed for

as follows: “It is impossible to deploy because of missing
libraries”. Then, Nostradamus recalculates the probabilities.

Reject : 0: 0.94, 1: 0.059
Won‘t fix:
0: 0.84, 1: 0.16
Time to resolve:
’0-21’: 0.562, ’21-70’: 0.187, ’70-140’: 0.046, ’¿140’: 0.205
Priority:
’Minor’: 0.083, ’Major’: 0.721, ’Critical’: 0.03, ’Blocker’:
0.166
Areas of testing:
’Docs’: 0.238, ’Build’: 0.794, ’Monitor & Management’:
0.414, ’ESB’: 0.106, ’EDS’: 0.227, ’JBPM’: 0.122, ’JMS’:
0, ’Tools’: 0.552, ’EAP’: 0, ’jUddi’: 0.3292, ’BPEL’:
0.089, ’JBossWS’: 0.084, ’JBRules’: 0.24, ’Examples’: 0.716,
’Other’: 0.185

The probability of bug rejection has decreased as it is clear

now that the deployment process is impossible without these

libraries. The probability of a major and a blocker priority

has increased thanks to this clarification having been provided.

Nostradamus now associates this bug with such areas of testing

as “Build”, “Tools” and “Examples”.

Then submitter can add a clarification about the libraries

as follows: “It is impossible to deploy because of missing
libraries which are not picked up from the drools build“. After

this change, we receive the following probabilities:

Reject :
0: 0.973, 1: 0.027
Won‘t fix:
0: 0.99, 1: 0.01
Time to resolve:
’0-21’: 0.531, ’21-70’: 0.2068, ’70-140’: 0.0376, ’¿140’:
0.226
Priority:
’Minor’: 0.107, ’Major’: 0.646, ’Critical’: 0.022, ’Blocker’:
0.224
Areas of testing:
’Docs’: 0.238, ’Build’: 0.921, ’Monitor & Management’:
0.039, ’ESB’: 0.172, ’EDS’: 0.227, ’JBPM’: 0.122, ’JMS’: 0,
’Tools’: 0.5525, ’EAP’: 0.001, ’jUddi’: 0.1075, ’BPEL’: 0.15,
’JBossWS’: 0.084, ’JBRules’: 0.995, ’Examples’: 0.0259,
’Other’: 0.185

After this clarification, we see that the probability of a

“Won‘t Fix” resolution has decreased. We also see the growth

of a blocker priority. The most interesting growth of proba-

bility is observed in the areas of testing - this defect report

belongs to “Build”, “Tools” and ‘JBRules”.

Finally, the submitter adds language about an exception

as follows: “It is impossible to deploy because of missing

libraries which are not picked up from the drools build. Please
see the following exception”. The recalculated probabilities are

listed below:

Reject :
0: 0.973, 1: 0.027
Won‘t fix:
0: 0.989, 1: 0.01
Time to resolve:
’0-21’: 0.497, ’21-70’: 0.223, ’70-140’: 0.052, ’¿140’: 0.228
Priority:
’Minor’: 0.089, ’Major’: 0.674, ’Critical’: 0.028, ’Blocker’:
0.21
Areas of testing:
’Docs’: 0.238, ’Build’: 0.924, ’Monitor & Management’:
0.044, ’ESB’: 0.2, ’EDS’: 0.227, ’JBPM’: 0.122, ’JMS’: 0,
’Tools’: 0.552, ’EAP’: 0.002, ’jUddi’: 0.079, ’BPEL’: 0.092,
’JBossWS’: 0.084, ’JBRules’: 0.995, ’Examples’: 0.039,
’Other’: 0.185

In the final version, there are slight changes in the “time to

resolve” probability and the priority probability.

While observing the above changes in the bug description,

we also see that the added details change the probabilities

of all the considered indicators and, thus, the perception of

the bug assignee who reads the bug report. The submitter can

improve the description in order to decrease the probability of

the bug being rejected or increase the probability of the bug

being assigned a higher priority, etc.

VI. CONCLUSION

The purpose of the paper is to improve the quality of

software defect reports.

We propose using various indicators in order to improve

the quality of bug descriptions. The calculated probabilities

of indicators help to evaluate the bug description and prevent

some potential mistakes, missing details, incorrect or inade-

quate data. These preventive measures can decrease the time to

resolve, influence the general perception about the bug, affect

the final resolution, etc.

We also propose a combination of methods that provide

good learning results and take into account the problem of

imbalanced data.

Based on this approach, we have developed Nostradamus, a

tool that evaluates the quality of bug reports. Nostradamus

is sensitive to the submitted text of bug descriptions. The

tool recalculates the probabilities of metrics according to the

changes in the description. As a result, the submitter is able to

improve the defect report based on recommendations supplied

by the tool. Nostradamus drastically reduces the chance of

a bug description not being transparent/clear enough when

software developers and analysts read it.

Further enhancements of Nostradamus are planned for the

nearest future. This includes making the recommendations

more explanatory as well as the implementation of defect

clustering. It will help to determine the relevant metrics rather

than relying on certain default indicators.
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We are also planning to develop recommendations in the

form of hints about the problematic parts in the defect descrip-

tion. It can make the process of defect description correction

easier for QA engineers. The hints can be based on the top

list of the most significant terms for indicators.
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